College Park Replacement

The new housing project will be constructed on the existing Practice Field Parking lot. New parking lots will be created where the current College Park Apartments are located. A Notice of Intent to Award was issued to the low bidder. Preliminary discussions have begun. McKinley Associates continues to work on final render for project sign. The DEP is currently reviewing our NPDSW permit.

Locust Ave. Widening Project

Dominion continues to work night shifts from 6:30 pm to 6:00 am to relocate the gas line. They are approximately 70% complete with the gas line relocation. Several sub-contractors began work this week including, electrical and signal controls. The signal poles were installed, junction boxes for their wiring were set, and began road crossings for electrical conduit. Traffic delays are expected during the hours that work is occurring. Motorists are advised to use caution.

Temporary Parking at Tennis Courts

Temporary parking will be provided at the Tennis Courts for students to use during construction of the new apartments. Bids were received for this work on 2/17/2015. Documents from low bidder were received on 3/9/2015, waiting on Notice to Proceed.

Caperton Center Waterproofing

This project was bid out and awarded last Fall 2014. However the weather did not cooperate to complete the work prior to winter. This work will take place this Spring 2015. The contractor is putting together a preliminary schedule that may need adjusted due to outside temperatures.